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The 2009 *Global Assessment Report* has been a huge Internet success story – with more than 500,000 downloads to date of individual chapters across all four language editions. This is in addition to accessing of all content via the CD that has been widely distributed along with the main report.

The 2011 online edition features a range of enhancements and additional detail, including an interactive English version of the main report with extended search, navigation and data drill-down facilities.

The 2011 online edition includes the following:

- Interactive main report in English
- The main report (PDF) in French, Spanish and Arabic
- Summary and Main Findings – in all languages
- Poster – in all languages
- Information pack – in all languages
- Appendices
- Background Papers
- Interim national progress reports on the implementation of the Hyogo Framework for Action
- Access to disaster loss and risk databases

The online edition can be accessed via:

www.preventionweb.net/gar
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